WHAT IS 21ST CENTURY READING?
21ST CENTURY READING develops essential knowledge and skills for learners to
succeed in today’s global society. The series teaches core academic language skills
and incorporates 21st century themes and skills such as global awareness, information
literacy, and critical thinking.
Each unit of 21st Century Reading has three parts:
• READ about a 21st century topic—such as social robots and viral videos—in Lesson A.
• LEARN more about the topic by viewing an authentic TED Talk in Lesson B.
• EXPLORE the topic further by completing a collaborative research project.

Developing Reading Skills
A female diver with a Humboldt squid in the Sea of
Cortez, Mexico. The squid’s skin can flash red and
white when it senses danger.

Lesson A
CREATING A TIMELINE

LANGUAGE
SKILLS

PRE-READING

Complete the timeline. Use information about Kylie Dunn from the passage on pages 11–12.

A. Look at the photo and read the
caption on page 39. Complete the
statement below.

2011

First activity inspired by talk called
This passage is mainly about

.

a. problems with the world’s coral reefs

Feb.

b. the special ability of some sea
animals

Decides to eat less

c. how some sea animals can move
very fast

Late 2012

Writes a

2014

B. Read the first two paragraphs of the

to a friend or relative every day

passage quickly. Then answer the
questions below.
1. What kind of waters do cephalopods
live in?

Gives a talk at a TEDx event in Hobart,

Strategies for
understanding key
ideas, language use,
and purpose.

2. What are some examples of
cephalopods?

BUILDING VOCABULARY
A. Choose the best word to complete each sentence. You won’t need all the words.
experiences

goals

1. Many people have
2. A(n)

individual

project
3. What special abilities do these animals
have?

is carefully planned work that has a special purpose.

3. Something that is
4.

impact

or objectives that they want to accomplish in their lives.

is related to one person or thing.

are event that happens to you.

B. Match one of the bold words from the passage on page 12 with each definition.

MESSAGES
FROM THE
SEA

1

2

Flashing colors, changing patterns,
giant eyes . . . Meet the ocean’s
masters of disguise.

1. motivated or stimulated
2. a powerful effect
3. the ways you think and feel about someone or something

In the warm, shallow waters of coral
reefs live animals with an amazing
ability. These animals, known as
cephalopods, are able to change
the appearance of their skin.
Squid, octopi, and cuttlefish are all types of
cephalopods. Each of these animals has
special cells under its skin that contain
pigment, a colored liquid. A cephalopod can
move these cells toward or away from its skin.
This allows it to change the pattern and color
of its appearance.

4. good, beneficial

14

3

Cephalopods mainly use these cells as
camouflage to hide from predators. For
example, cephalopods can blend in to the
color of the sea floor, making them invisible
to predators. They can also change color to
scare predators away. For example, the skin
of the Caribbean reef squid is usually a plain
brown. When a predator passes close by, the
squid makes large “eye” patterns on its skin.
This makes the squid appear much bigger
than it really is. Squid can also use these cells
to communicate other messages. When two
male reef squid fight, black and white lines
appear on their skin. These send a message
that the squid is fierce. A reef squid searching
for a mate can flash colorful patterns, sending
a message that it is attractive.
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VOCABULARY
BUILDING
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READING SKILLS

Lesson A

Lesson B

PRE-READING
A.

THE RISE OF
PERSONAL ROBOTS

Photo on page 80–81
Infographic on page 82
Photo on page 83

CYNTHIA BREAZEAL Roboticist, TED speaker

a. An underground skyscraper

Why do we have robots on Mars but not in our homes? This was a
question Cynthia Breazeal asked herself when she was a graduate
student at MIT in 1997.

b. An office building that people live in
c. A home made from things that
people threw away

Breazeal realized that robots are good at working with things, but not with people.
So Breazeal decided to create a new kind of robot.

B. What words would you use to describe

Today, Breazeal directs the Personal Robots Group at MIT’s Media Lab. Her work
focuses on building personal robots that are socially intelligent—robots that can interact
and communicate with people. Breazeal is particularly interested in designing robots
that can improve education, health, and communication. She has learned that the
best designs “push our social buttons.” In other words, people respond best to robots
that communicate and interact with us in a similar way to humans. As Breazeal says,
“Robots touch something deeply human within us.”

C. Who does the writer mention in the

each building? Discuss your ideas with
a partner.

passage? Scan the passage on pages
80–82 for people’s names and
occupations, and complete the
information below. Then read the whole
passage to check your answers.

In this lesson, you are going to watch segments of Breazeal’s TED Talk. Use the information
above to answer the questions.
1.

People gather outside a store in Torre David,
an abandoned office block in Caracas,
Venezuela that residents turned into apartments.
Photograph by Iwan Baan.

Look at the photos and infographic, and
read the captions on pages 80–83. Match
each one with a description (a–c).

Name: Iwan Baan
Occupation:

What did Breazeal decide to do when she was a graduate student at MIT?

Name:
2. What are three aspects of life that Breazeal wants to improve with personal robots?

Occupation:

Name:

3. How do you think robots could improve those aspects of life?

LIVING
SPACES
In many communities around the
world, people are finding creative ways
to make the most of their resources.

Occupation:
Breazeal’s idea worth spreading
is that personal robots have the
potential to improve our individual
well-being and connect us more
closely to one other.
resources: n. useful things that people, countries, or regions have
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BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY
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21ST
CENTURY
THEMES
Interdisciplinary
topics that affect
everyone in a
global society

80

GLOBAL
AWARENESS

10/2/14 9:06 PM

LEARNING
SKILLS
The “4 C’s” that all
learners need for
success in a
complex world.

What can you do with 20 sticks of
spaghetti, one yard of tape, one yard
of string, and one marshmallow? Try
the “Marshmallow Challenge”!

SUMMARIZING A PROCESS

1

2

A. Turere’s invention has different parts. What do the following items (1–3) do? Match
each one with a description (a–c).

B.

1. A battery

a. makes lights flash on and off.

2. An indicator box

b. provides power to make something work.

3. A solar panel

c. stores energy from the sun.

3

a. The indicator (transformer) makes the
light bulbs flash.

A team participates in the
Marshmallow Challenge.

Challenge

18 minutes. . .

b. Energy from the solar panel
charges the battery.

4. Turere turns on the switch.

Wujec has held more than 70 Marshmallow
Challenges around the world—many with
business people. Wujec realized that if business
people work better as a team, they make better
products or provide better services. As he says,
“every project has its own marshmallow.” With a
simple team game, business workers and other
groups of people can learn how to collaborate
better and become more successful.
prototype: n. a model that you make before building something

Wujec noticed that the best teams have three
different kinds of people in them: experts,

The

2.
3.

4

The idea for the activity came from a designer
named Peter Skillman. Skillman’s idea inspired
another designer, Tom Wujec. Wujec thought
the activity might be a great way to learn how
people collaborate, or work together, better.

Developing Reading Skills

Read the sentences and study the diagram. Use the steps (a–d) to complete the summary.
1. The solar panel gets energy from the sun.

The Marshmallow Challenge is a team
game. The goal is to build the tallest tower
you can in 18 minutes. You don’t have to
use all the spaghetti, string, or tape, but the
marshmallow must be at the top of the tower.
The tower has to stand up by itself without any
support. The team with the highest tower wins
the challenge.

organizers, and experimenters. The experts
know how to build strong structures. For
example, they tape the spaghetti into small
triangle shapes because triangles are stable.
The organizers know how to plan a project.
They help the team complete the project on
time. The experimenters build lots of different
towers. They try different prototypes until they
find the right one.

Teams of

GETTING THE MAIN IDEAS

8. . . Tallest freestanding structure

5.

1.

d. The battery supplies power to the
indicator box (transformer).

6.
7. The lions become afraid and run away.

2.

IDENTIFYING MAIN IDEAS
IN PARAGRAPHS

a. plan a large project

Most paragraphs have a sentence—sometimes called
a topic sentence—that tells the reader what the
paragraph is mainly about. This main idea is usually in
the first sentence of the paragraph, but it is sometimes
in the last sentence or in another part of the paragraph.

b. work as a team

A. Read the last two paragraphs of the passage

When people do the Marshmallow Challenge,
they learn how to
.

c. design a real building

CRITICAL THINKING
1.

Use information from the passage on pages 25–26
to complete each statement.

c. The flashing lights make the lions
think that someone is moving.

Tom Wujec learned that the best teams
.

again, and find the sentence with the main
idea in each. Write them below.
Paragraph 3:

a. have people with different skills

Interpreting. The title of the unit is “Face Off.” What does this expression mean?
Can you identify at least two kinds of “face offs” in this unit? Discuss with a partner.

b. plan only one tower
c. have business people in them

2. Reflecting. Imagine you could interview Richard Turere. Write 2-3 questions you would ask him.

EXPLORE MORE

20 sticks of spaghetti

+

one yard of tape

+

one yard of string

+

Paragraph 4:

one marshmallow

Watch more of Richard Turere’s TED Talk on TED.com. Share what you learn with your class.
For example, how was Turere changed by his experience?
118
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CRITICAL
THINKING AND
COMMUNICATION
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CREATIVITY AND COLLABORATION

DIGITAL PHOTOS TAKEN BY AMERICANS

21
CENTURY
LITERACIES
ST

2011

2006

2015

105 billion photos

80 billion photos

53 billion photos

The ability to deal
with information in
a variety of modern
formats and media.

177

per person

255

per person

VISUAL LITERACY

322

per person

Image-Obsessed
Surveys show an explosion in the number
of photos Americans have taken since
2006. The movement from film to digital
means that consumers are less worried
about cost and can be more creative.
What’s the downside? Sorting and
keeping track of all those digital files. And,
with fewer people printing their photos,
storing images in a safe place is critical.

INFORMATION
AND
MEDIA LITERACIES

For more on 21st century learning, see www.p21.org/ and 21foundation.com/

Just under half of all digital photos in the United States
are taken with smartphones.

Source: NGM, Infotrends
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